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Abstract—Dynamic analysis of real-world software systems is
challenging due to imperfections, noise and data loss. Moreover,
these systems evolve with time and their requirements are
usually either not clearly specified or unknown, which makes
it hard to analyze them. Therefore, it is important to create
models that can learn to behave similarly to these systems to
enable us to predict their actions, recover missing data, or detect
potential failures ahead of time.
Several models have been proposed to model sequential data,
but the vast majority of them only have a qualitative notion
of time or no notion of it at all. In this paper, we extend
the work on incorporating a quantitative notion of time to
RNN and introduce Time GRU. This modified GRU can learn
the behaviour of complex software systems to a very high
degree of accuracy. Our approach is scalable and has shown
state-of-the-art performance on industry-strength software with
real operating logs from Blackberry’s QNX real-time operating
system. The proposed model can predict upcoming sequences of
events more than 100 timesteps ahead in time with more than
90% accuracy. This allows for significant improvement in trace
reconstruction and failure explainability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Deep Learning is undoubtedly one of the most useful
tools of the last decade. Despite the wonderful results deep
learning can achieve on synthetic data, all of that work is not
useful if it cannot be generalized to solve real-life problems.
One of the application areas of deep learning is utilizing
data from software systems to not only understand but also
predict their behaviour. Such models help in various tasks
such as anomaly detection, runtime monitoring, automated
reasoning, etc. in complex software systems. This is crucial
for systems that are deployed in safety-critical environments
such as aircrafts, autonomous vehicles, health devices, etc, in
which the slightest malfunction of the system software can
lead to catastrophic outcomes. To protect systems against
these imperfections there are two main approaches: using
noise removal techniques to preprocess real-world data, and
using sequential deep learning algorithms that can adapt to
imperfections to model real systems.
Noise removal is an active area of research of paramount
importance in the sequence analysis domain. Most of the
effort however is devoted towards noise removal techniques
for numerical sequences. From the most common filters like
the mean, median or Gaussian filters, to more specialized
filters like the Savitzky–Golay filter [1] or wavelet denoising
[2] which have been used to help in the modelling of real
978-1-6654-4207-7/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE

life systems like cloud services [3], they are all aimed at
removing noise from numerical sequences. While there have
been some categorical denoising methods proposed [4] [5],
their performance has not been widely studied. For this
reason, we did not incorporate noise removal as part of this
study and we identify it as a possible future research avenue.
Data from real-time operating systems is usually obtained
in the form of trace logs or sequences of events. Therefore,
it is extremely important for models to be able to interpret
sequential inputs and to learn the relationships between
different events. This is usually done passively by learning
and mining the qualitative temporal dependencies between
different events. Among all the proposed architecture possibilities, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are the standard
approach across industry and academia to handle sequential
data. RNN cells act like loops in which previous activations
are used as inputs in future steps. This enables them to store
information about past states of the model and use it to
make better predictions than by just using information about
the most recent state. Their performance on a wide variety
of domains like natural language processing [6], [7], stock
market recommendation systems [8], [9] or even computer
vision [10], proves why recurrent architectures are one of
the best kinds of models for sequential-data modelling.
Many different approaches have been proposed to improve
modelling performance on sequential problems, e.g., combining Temporal Convolutional networks and Long short-term
memory (LSTM) to model network traffic [11], combining
Bi-directional LSTM with Grid LSTM to predict workload
requirements of cloud services [12]. Sucholutsky et.al. [13]
propose a trade restoration algorithm combining LSTMs with
a Timed-Regular Expression Mining (TREM) framework
[14], [15] or QRE mining frameworks [16]. Despite their
successes, almost all these methods focus on combining
RNNs in innovative ways but not in altering how RNNs
work on a basic level. Standard RNN architectures interpret
traces as ordered sets of events equally spaced in time. Only
their order is significant. This limits their applicability for
trace analysis tasks in safety-critical systems because, in the
real world, events are not just ordered sets of events but
they also have continuous-time dependencies between them.
Hence, having a quantitative notion of time is critical to the
safe and reliable operation of these systems. Most of the
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sequential models proposed so far lack in modelling such
timing characteristics [?], [17]. We see this as a weakness of
most RNN architectures and we believe that incorporating a
quantitative notion of time in sequential models is important
to be able to reconstruct missing traces of events or predict
potential failures successfully.
Blackberry’s real-time operating system (RTOS) QNX is
one of the most widely used software systems in the safetycritical systems domain. QNX is used in ventilators, train
controls, medical robots and over 175 million vehicles on
the road today. It is a microkernel system with a Unixlike architecture. It comes with an excellent Tracelogger that
records several features of every state or event of the system.
These traces provide developers with a lot of information
about how software is running and a possibility to restore
missing data or study malfunctions [18] [19]. This paper is a
case study of the performance of several RNN models with a
quantitative notion of time on the task of predicting upcoming
traces of events from BlackBerry’s QNX system.
Our contributions are:
1) A novel approach for trace restoration using Time
LSTM and Time Gated Recurrent Units (GRU).
2) An empirical study of the necessity of continuoustime information for improved performance of trace
restoration models.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Previous work makes evident the difficulty of reconstructing event traces from real-life systems like QNX. One attempt
to restore missing data and detect anomalies uses a Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) Word2Vec [20] model [18]. Even
though this model can predict single QNX events from previous traces, its accuracy decreases rapidly as the predicted
sequence size increases. A possible reason for this limited
performance is that CBOW fails to learn the continuous-time
dependencies between events, which are a crucial element
of real-life systems. For safety-critical systems like QNX,
it is important to make predictions several steps ahead into
the future to detect and prevent any possible malfunctions
as well as to reconstruct missing data. Therefore, improving
the performance of trace reconstruction techniques for this
system is still an open problem with only a partial solution.
Recurrent Neural Networks are one of the best approaches
to model sequential data. LSTM networks were one of the
first types of RNN to be proposed [21]. Since then, they have
become one of the preferred architectures for problems with
sequential data due to their success in tasks like machine
translation [22] or speech recognition [23]. What makes
LSTM cells perform so well on sequential data is that, on
top of an input and an output gate like a standard RNN,
they have a memory and a f orget gate. The architecture
is shown in Figure 1. The memory gate learns and stores
dependencies between events that are far apart in time.
However, it is the f orget gate that makes this architecture
so brilliant as it allows the LSTM to update its memory to

Fig. 1. LSTM architecture

adapt to new changes in the sequences. With this architecture,
LSTM can choose to omit information from very far in
the past and pay more attention to more recent events as
indicated by the activations of the inner state of the cells.
GRU networks were proposed in 2014 [23] as a simpler
alternative to LSTM. GRUs only have three gates: an update
gate, which controls what is learnt and what is omitted;
a reset gate, which controls what information is retrieved
for predictions, and a memory gate. Figure 2 shows the
architecture of a standard GRU cell. Despite the different
architectures, both GRU and LSTM obtain similar results on
a wide range of tasks and their relative performance usually
depends on the application [24]–[26].
As already mentioned, incorporating time into RNN is
crucial if we want to model time-sensitive sequential data
accurately. Bailer-Jones et. al. [27], propose adding time
intervals as a weighing factor that controls the influence of
the previous prediction on the current prediction. Their work
is aimed at modelling real-life temporal processes sampled
at discrete-time intervals. In their work, they claim that their
discrete-time RNN can be applied to real-life problems; however, they only verify its performance on noise-free synthetic
data generated from a simulation of a dynamical system
with only two input variables, namely a decaying harmonic
oscillator. Many real-world systems are more complex and so
the performance of models on them needs to be empirically
evaluated with real data.
Another attempt to incorporate time into RNN, proposed
by M. C. Mozer et.al., are continuous-time GRU (CT-GRU)
and CT-RNN [28]. CT-GRU stores information about events
in each unit with multiple memory traces for different time
scales. Additionally, their model has time-dependent decay
rates that target specific time scales to exploit the different
continuous dependencies and enable the model to better
assess the influence of past events to make predictions. In
spite of its promising architecture, the model is unsuccessful
at beating the performance of standard LSTM and GRU.
This shows that incorporating time into RNN is not a trivial
problem so if we want to improve their performance, new
ideas of how to give models a quantitative notion of time
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new ideas need to be proposed.
The best RNN architecture to use time explicitly in its
architecture is Time LSTM, which has been used before
to create better recommendation systems [29]. Y. Zhu et.al.
suggest that, even though LSTM is already good at modelling
short and long-term dependencies in sequential data, its
performance can be improved by using time explicitly to
control the influence of previous events on future predictions.
To do so, they propose incorporating additional time gates
to the LSTM architecture that, along with the input gate,
filter the cell state of the network and put more or less focus
on information from previous states. While their results on
recommendation systems show that their model is effective,
Y. Zhu et.al. suggest the verification of their work on other
fields and types of systems.
In this paper, we continue the work of Zhu et.al [29] with
another RNN, a Time GRU and verify its performance, and
that of Time LSTM, on the reconstruction of real traces
of a safety-critical system. We also evaluate the necessity
of continuous-time data for these kinds of systems and
improve upon the work of Lakhani et. al. [18] on predicting
upcoming sequences of real data from QNX collected using
its tracelogger utility.

Fig. 2. GRU architecture

III. T IME G ATED R ECURRENT U NIT
The architecture of a standard GRU is:
re = σr (xe Wxr + he−1 Whr + br )

(1)

ze = σu (xe Wxz + he−1 Whz + bz )

(2)

h̃e = tanh(xe Wxh̃ + re

he−1 Whh̃ + bh̃ )

he = (1 − ze )

he−1

h̃e + ze

(3)
(4)

Where xe , he−1 and he correspond to the current event
and the last prediction and the current prediction of the
network respectively; re , ze , h̃e are the reset, update and
memory gates; σr , σz and are a sigmoid function and
tanh the hyperbolic tangent function; Wxr , Whr , Wxz , Whz ,
Wxh̃ , Whh̃ , br , bz , bh̃ are the weight and bias parameters
of the network. The prediction layer has two parts added
together: the previous state of the network h̃e controlled
by the update vector ze through element-wise multiplication
( ), and the other is the information from the previous state
he−1 controlled by the update vector ze through element-wise
multiplication. This is shown in Figure 2.
As done for Time LSTM 1 [29] we add a single time gate
Te . The proposed Time GRU modifies a standard GRU cell
as:
re = σr (xe Wxr + he−1 Whr + br )
(5)
ze = σu (xe Wxz + he−1 Whz + bz )

(6)

Te = σt (xe Wxt + σ∆t (∆te Wtt ) + bt )

(7)

h̃e = Te

tanh(xe Wxh̃ + re

he = (1 − ze )

h̃e + ze

he−1 Whh̃ + bh̃ )
he−1

Fig. 3. Time GRU architecture

(8)
(9)

Where ∆te corresponds to the time interval between the
current event and the previous event and Te is the time gate.
This architecture is shown in Figure 3. This modified GRU
can not only learn from the order of traces of events but it
can also acquire a quantitative notion of time that can be used
to control the influence that previous states of the network
have on future predictions.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
The dataset used in this study is generated from real data
from the real-time operating system QNX embedded in a car.
The dataset consisted of a list of events of 93 different classes
and their timestamps in nanoseconds collected over several
minutes of operation. Using absolute times was not useful
because they depend on the start time, which can change
between different logs of data. The time intervals between
events were used instead, which made it easier to work with
time and proved to be more useful for the model.
We approach the system trace reconstruction problem as a
sequence prediction problem. The goal is to be able to predict
sequences of upcoming events, given previous sequences of
events as inputs. After experimenting with a few different
architectures, we found that good results could be achieved
by stacking two RNN units and a linear layer after them to
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using PyTorch. The code for this paper is available at:
https://github.com/Idsl-group/Time-RNNs.
A. Time GRU vs other RNNs
We compared the performance of Time GRU against a
Markov chain, used as a benchmark, and four other RNNs: a
standard LSTM, a standard GRU and two Time LSTMs [29]
on the same task: predicting future events from a given input
trace of events. In order to minimize bias, all the networks
have a similar architecture with two RNN cells as shown
in Figure 4. Due to the high variance of time intervals,
time intervals were encoded as one-hot vectors before being
passed through the Time RNNs with the goal of helping the
models learn more from them. All models were trained for
80 epochs to predict output sequences of 50 and 100 events
from input sequences of only 25 events. Table I shows the
results of this experiment.

Model

Markov
LSTM
GRU
Time LSTM 1
Time LSTM 2
Time GRU

Fig. 4. Timed RNN workflow with N input events and M output events.

make predictions. The size of the hidden state of the LSTMs
was set to be equal to the number of classes. Figure 4 shows
the workflow of our model. Given a sequence of inputs x of
size N, each element of the input, x(i) and the time interval
since the last event ∆t(i) is passed through the first RNN.
The output state of the first RNN, h1 is used as the input
state for the first RNN for the next event. When the network
arrives at the last event of the input sequence, it passes the
output state of the second RNN h2 through a linear layer to
make a new prediction pred(i) . This prediction is then used
as the input event for the next RNN1. The prediction finishes
when a selected number of M events have been predicted.
The non-timed RNNs used in this study are built similarly
but they do not take time intervals as inputs.
V. E XPERIMENTS
This section is divided into three experiments: a comparison of different types of RNNs on the task of event
trace prediction; a comparison between the use of discretetime data and continuous-time data; and a study of the
generalization from the trained input/output sequence sizes
to different input/output sequence sizes.
All experiments were performed in a Python environment
with a a single P100 GPU, one Intel Xeon CPU with
2.30GHz and 12.5GB of RAM. All models were generated

Output trace size
50 events
100 events
Acc.(%) κ
Acc.(%) κ
16.29
0.0522 14.32
0.0261
50.38
0.4688 36.41
0.3087
47.19
0.4345 33.63
0.2765
88.02
0.8727 87.13
0.8632
88.10
0.8736 87.665 0.8688
86.58
0.8572 85.83
0.8493

TABLE I
T RAINING ACCURACY (ACC .) AND C OHEN ’ S K APPA COEFFICIENT (κ)
[30] AFTER 80 EPOCHS OF TRAINING

Time GRU is able to outperform by far the Markov
Chain as well as the standard LSTM and standard GRU.
This shows that, as suggested by Y. Zhu et. al [29], the
Time RNN architecture can be easily generalized to other
RNN architectures. Not even when trained for up to 200
epochs could LSTM or GRU surpass their timed counterparts.
While RNNs perform great in some domains, they cannot get
past 50% accuracy when trying to model the QNX system.
This shows the importance and the necessity for recurrent
models to have a quantitative notion of time. The three Time
RNNs achieve accuracies above 85% even when predicting
sequences four times as large as the input sequence. Although
in this case Time LSTM 1 and Time LSTM 2 perform slightly
better than Time GRU, their performance is similar and,
as is the case for the standard RNNs [24], Time GRU is
comparable to Time LSTM. We additionally show that the
Kappa coefficient [30] of each test is high and very close to
the accuracy, which ensures that the reported accuracies are
not biased due to imbalances in the dataset.
During training, we noticed an unexpected difference in
convergence speeds between the Time RNNs (see Figure
5). Both standard LSTM and standard GRU converge at a
similar rate. However, both Time LSTMs start converging
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Fig. 5. Convergence speed of the 5 RNNs

much more rapidly before reaching a region of slower convergence while Time GRU converges more slowly but does not
plateau as much and keeps improving in later training steps.
While we have not found an explanation for this unexpected
behaviour, it motivated the comparison of the accuracies of
all the models when trained for the same amount of time.
It is known that GRU cells are faster than LSTM cells because they have fewer parameters. We evaluated the training
times of the Time RNNs and found that: Time GRU is 25%
faster than Time LSTM 1 and 43% faster than Time LSTM
2. When given the same time to train, Time GRU achieves a
much more similar accuracy to both Time LSTMs. Table II
compares the performance of the 5 recurrent networks when
trained for just 2 hours. Under this constraint, Time GRU
and both Time LSTMs achieve a much more similar around
of 84% when predicting output sequences of 100 events.
This serves as further evidence of the similarity between
Time GRU and Time LSTM. It is evident that in safetycritical environments one should choose whichever model
can maximize accuracy for that specific setting. However,
in other settings where maximizing accuracy is not critical
and optimizing resources and evaluation speed is, Time
GRU proves as a great alternative to Time LSTM as it can
achieve similar results with the same training time and fewer
parameters.

Model

Markov
LSTM
GRU
Time LSTM 1
Time LSTM 2
Time GRU

Output trace size
50 events
100 events
Acc.(%) κ
Acc.(%) κ
16.29
0.0522 14.32
0.0261
48.53
0.4493 26.84
0.1873
45.36
0.4134 28.80
0.2158
86.01
0.8542 84.97
0.8460
85.88
0.8498 84.53
0.8354
84.90
0.8400 84.37
0.8337

ance and different orders of magnitude of the time intervals.
Our intuition suggested that increasing the dimensionality
of time intervals would help to better model the different
time scales and would improve the accuracy. However, we
found that this was not the best approach and that it was
better to preserve time continuity. Keeping time intervals
as continuous vectors of size one helped the model learn
more about the time dependencies of the system. This time,
we trained the model to predict sequences of 50 events
from input sequences of 25 events for only 50 epochs using
continuous-time vectors of size 1. This resulted in Time
GRU with an accuracy of 93% with a Kappa coefficient
of 0.91, which is considerably better than the best result
from the previous section, 88%, achieved by Time LSTM 2.
This shows that, on top of it being important to incorporate
a quantitative notion of time into RNN models in safetycritical environments, it is also important to maintain time
continuity. For evident reasons, we used a continuous-time
representation in the next experiment as well.
C. Time GRU generalization to different sequence sizes
Lastly, we evaluated the generalization ability of Time
GRU to different input/output sequence size combinations
than what it had been trained on. That is, we wanted to
find if Time GRU would maintain a similar behaviour to
the system independent of how many previous events were
known. The same Time GRU used in the previous section was
trained on input traces of 25 events to predict future traces
of 25 events for 80 epochs. Then, this network was evaluated
on different input/output trace size combinations. As Table
III shows, the model maintained accuracies above 90% and
Kappa coefficients higher than 0.89 for all the input/output
combinations, even when the output sequence size was 20
times larger than the input sequence size. This shows that
Time GRU can learn the behaviour of the system and the
time dependencies between its actions to a high degree of
accuracy. The model is not just an event sequence predictor.
In a sense, it can be thought of as a simpler representation
of the system that can be used to verify and recover event
traces from very few previous events.

VI. C ONCLUSION

TABLE II
T RAINING ACCURACY (ACC .) AND C OHEN ’ S K APPA COEFFICIENT (κ)
AFTER 2 HOURS OF TRAINING

B. Discrete-time vs continuous-time representations
In the previous section, time intervals where discretized by
encoding them as one-hot vectors because of the high vari-

We have shown the usefulness of incorporating a quantitative notion of time in Recurrent Neural Networks a new reallife setting, trace reconstruction of the real time operating
system QNX. We have continued the work on Time RNN
using three different models, two Time LSTM from [29] and
the proposed Time GRU. From our experiments we extract
three main conclusions: Firstly, we show that Time GRU
performs is comparable in performance to Time LSTM 1 or
Time LSTM 2 on the task of trace reconstruction. Secondly,
we found that models that take continuous representations
of time as inputs, significantly outperform those who take
discrete representations of time or even no time information
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Input
size
25

Results of trained model
Output
Acc.
κ
size
25
92.54
0.9210

Input
size
25
25
10
10
50
100

Validation of trained model
Output
Acc.
κ
size
50
91.92
0.9144
100
91.18
0.9062
100
90.52
0.8993
200
89.58
0.8896
25
92.24
0.9178
25
92.13
0.9167

TABLE III
ACCURACY (ACC .) AND C OHEN ’ S K APPA COEFFICIENT (κ) OF
DIFFERENT INPUT / OUTPUTS SIZE COMBINATIONS AFTER TRAINING WITH
INPUT AND OUTPUT SIZE OF 25 EVENTS FOR 80 EPOCHS .

at all. This should serve as evidence of the essential need for
sequential models of real-life systems to take time information into account. Lastly, we showed that a continuous-time
GRU can learn the behaviour of the system to a very high
degree of accuracy and generalize to different input/output
size sequences.
Using Time GRU for system trace reconstruction of the
QNX system, we have significantly outperformed previous
attempts by being able to predict sequences of events 10
times larger than input sequences with an accuracy of 91%
and a similarly high Kappa coefficient. Our results suggest
that Time GRU (and consequently other Time RNN models)
can become a very close representation of a real-life system
like QNX. In future work, we want to to extract LTL
properties from this RNN and build a finite state machine
representation of the system.
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